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Popular Books of 2008
The readership of library books
increased many folds in the year
2008.
Here is a list of ten books those
were most popular in our library.
It means, you can’t find them on
the shelves. They are always
OUT .
.
1. Harry Potter Series
By J.K. Rowling
The magic words
that rule the hearts
of millions. If you
couldn’t read it
yet, you are in a
missing spot.
2. Hardy Boys
series
Frank ,
Joe, Chet, Iola,
Fenton
Hardy
and
Gertrude
Hardy. The mystery
continues.
(Not only for
boys).
3. The Diary of a young girl by
Anne Frank
The brutality of
war and the beauty of peace. In
the period of conflicts and
invasions, the book
reminds us the
true losers of any
act of animosity,
children.

Do You Know ?

4. A Brief History of Time
by Stephen Hawking
The story of the
Universe for the
common man.
Followed by ‘A
Briefer History of
Time”, a more
simplified
version. A must read.
5. Five point someone
By Chetan Bhagat The story of
young India in
its true colours.
A fresh and cool
approach to the
life of
highly
mobile,
post
computer generation.
6. What Katy Did
by Susan
M.
Coolidge
One
of the best loved
books of all time.
Simple
and
beautiful.
.
7. The Da Vinci Code
by
Dawn
Brown
A world best
seller from a
master
story
teller. Read the
b o ok
b ef o r e
watching
the
movie.

http://Librarykvpattom.wordpress.com

8.Ignited
Minds
by
Dr.
A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam
The new manifesto of Indian
children. Read
it and ignite
your dreams.
9. Nancy Drew
series
by
C a r o l y n
Keene T h e
mystery
and
the
cracker
with unfolding
evidences.

FRESH PICKS !

10.
Goosebumps
by
R. L. Stine
The stories
that scare us
in day light
also.
Read the shivery accounts
and
be
thrilled.

Read these Books
and More.
Visit your Library
Today.
Don’t Miss it !!

http://libzine.wordpress.com

You can publish your
book reviews,
stories, poems, articles,
cartoons, write-ups, etc
on LibZine -E magzine
by just e-mail that to
librarykvpattom@
gmail.com

Title / Author

Call No.

Peeling the onion
by Gunter Grass

823
GRA-P

Home
by Manju Kapoor

823
MAN-H

Scary stories for 9 year
olds by Paiba Helen

823.08
HEL-S

Touching my father’s soul 923.9
NOR-T
by Tensing Norgay
Name of the Rose
by Umberto Eco

823
UMB-N

Unaccustomed earth
bu Jhumpa Lahiri

823.01
JHU-U

Man on the Moon by
Andrew Chaikin

523.3
CHA-M

Practical Guide to First
Aid by Pippa Keech

616.025
2 KEEP

http://homeworksonline.wordpress.com
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Library Bulletin

By Aravind Adiga

BOOK REVIEW

Reviewed by Amrita G. Nair, XII B (Shift-I)

The Glass half filled
Aravind Adiga’s debutant novel has been hogging the limelight for reasons other than winning the world’s most coveted recognition, the man booker prize for the year 2008.
The novel “The White Tiger “ has torn down the mask from
the so called shining face of India and exposed the deeply
scarred and poverty stricken face of the unsung masses.

Exhibitions &
Displays

‘The white tiger‘ has depicted the condition of the poor and the politician who feed
upon their helplessness to fill their own pockets . It has revealed to the world that it
is the sweet of the poor that glisten in the Indian sun and foreigners mistake it for
glitter (all that glitters is not gold).
The protagonist of the novel Balram Halwai is born in a poor family in Bihar but
with an innate ambition to be high and mighty like the landlords in the village. The
protagonist feel the need to flee the village and look for a living in the city when he
comes across the lives of those who have lived their lives in village shattered and
meaningless .He often compares his village and sacred river Ganga with darkness.
This was the major factor arousing the patriotic or rather inflammable passion of the
Indian intelligentsia and the ever vigilant media . But the truth is that one can only
see what one want to see. The author speaks of darkness because that is what is
present in the absence of light (free education and contented lives in Bihar).
When the protagonist moves to Delhi to make his fortune the book slowly start
revealed the true colors of India’s national capital .Delhi appears stylish and elegant to others (read foreign investors) because it has successfully camouflaged the
that plaques the city, behind the concrete jungle, in the insignificant slums.
The book is like a typical Adoor Gopalakrishnan movie. Just depiction of life ,no
background score, no larger than life drama, nothing at all. 'The white tiger’ unfolds
more like a chemistry text book. it speaks about the inequality between the rich and
the poor .Our speaker politicians formulate laws and policies that catalyze the earning capacity of the rich, making them richer and the poor, poorer. No matter what
incentives are announced for the poor. it never reaches them because the middlemen and the politicians form an elaborate network between the government and
the common masses.
The protagonist ‘s master Ashok and his wife Pinky are classic examples of India‘s
city –dwelling elite. They neither know nor care about the lives of those who are in
their service .Their hopes and beliefs echo the spirit of modern India, where the
time tested values of truth and selfless service to the country (read patriotism) on
the brink of extinction.
There novel proceeds at a snail’s pace even though the events are narrated by the
protagonist in a span of 3 – 4 days. The cold blooded murder of Ashok by his new
driver, Balram Halwai, does nothing to evoke a sense of fear or instill a chill in the
spine. The book can serve as a window to the world about the truth behind
‘incredible’ India. How it managed to knock the ’ the sock off ’ the judges at the
Booker event is still a mystery to come. Well, one can always view a glass as half
full or half empty. Adiga chose the latter and may be the judges saw the former in
his book.
India is a nation obsessed with cricket and produces surprising results everything it
goes, like in cricket sometimes it wins an unexpected match and sometimes loses
an easy match (got the analogy between India and cricket ?). India‘s six decade
long attempt in alleviating poverty has not just failed, but also produced stunning
results in increasing the number of Indian millionaires and billionaires.
Even though ‘The white tiger‘ (Aravind Adiga ), lacks the dexterity of ‘Inheritance of
loss’, it successfully reveals the secret of success in life :
‘Anyone with a killer instinct, can achieve anything under the sun .’ And now a word
of caution, this book is only for those who seek inspiration for success. Those bookworms who need to keep the mid night oil burning should look elsewhere.
(First Prize: Book Review Competition, National Library Week, 2008)
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Billion
Beats:
the
pulse of
India

Republic Day
Book Exhibition

Read the
fortnightly e-paper from
the former
President.

23-28, January, 2009
Martyr's Day
Display of Books
29-31, January, 2009

Adiga’s portrayal of India has ruffled a few feathers of those Indians who had been
basking in the glory of India's rising sensex and increasing income from abroad .it
is not just a content , but also his style of presentation that comes as a surprise.
The entire novel is in the form of a letter addressed to the Chinese premiere When
Jiabao from an Indian entrepreneur based in Banglore.
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Visit the library Blog
and click on the link
“ E-paper” on web
directory.

VISIT THE
LIBRARY

Tips for an expert web search
(When you use Google)
EXAMPLES

FINDS PAGES CONTAINING
The words Kerala and Tourism

Kerala Tourism
Running or
Jogging

Either the word running or
the word jogging

“God’s own
country”

The exact phrase
“God’s own country”

Apple –computer

the word apple but NOT
the word computer

King Louis +XIV

King Louis XIV, weeding out other
kings named Louis
looks up the word home and
synonyms

~home
define: velocity

how now

* cow

definitions of the word velocity
the words how now cow separated
by one or more words

More tips on forthcoming Bulletins or

ATTENTION !

Suggest A Book

Class X and XII
students should return
their library books on
or before 31st
January 2009.

Suggestions for new books
can be written on the Book
Suggestion Register in the
Library or the suggestion
box on library blog.

Site Watch

Library Statistics
January 2009

www.kidzui.com

It is an offence
to tear off pages from
magazines. Avoid It.

Books
:
Periodicals :
Multimedia :
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